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Introduction1
What is Score Following?
The score-following problem involves building a 
computer program that can trace musical events 








Existing score-following algorithms can still 
stumble on some challenging cases, especially 
when the data model is not reliable:
Shared notes among neighboring chords
Blurring effects caused by fast playing
Pedaling
Research Aims3 To present a new method designed to improve the timing model—this aspect is especially meaningful in those challenging cases.











a linear dynamical system:
1. Kalman Filter Model for Tempo
2. Frame-wise Representation
1. In the first diagram, the "time step" is the chord index.
2. In the second diagram, the "time step" is the audio frame index.
The tree grows exponentially with 
time (or with n)!
[Chord Age]: the number of frames a 
chord has lasted so far.
Left Branch: staying in the same 
chord.





15 solo piano pieces
50 excerpts
Typical length: 40~90 seconds
48 minutes in total
Sampling rate: 8k Hz
Hop size: 16 ms
Baseline: Music Plus One 
(hidden Markov model)




The proposed method is measurably better than the baseline:
Conclusion7
At each frame, merge nodes with the same 
label and age.
Use a single Gaussian to approximate a 
mixture of Gaussians:
An example of a typical scenario where the program was "confused" 
among neighboring chords, but was right about the general region:
Use a "movie" version of the barplot, which can show the hypothesis distribution one-by-one 
quickly through all frames of an excerpt, to inspect the nature of errors in these excerpts:
Proposed method:
is robust even with 
incorrect default tempo;
recovers more easily 
from mistakes;
however, can suffer at 
fast playing places.
We can speculate that treating the tempo as a variable helps the program adapt 
to unpredictable performance variations, and that modeling the tempo as smooth 
helps discriminate among hypotheses.
In conclusion, this paper presents an innovative new method for improved score-
following, and suggests a promising direction for future research endeavors.
Frame-wise accuracy:
